EDS Publication Policy on Manuscript Transfer
Among Its Flagship Publications

WITH THE addition of the new open-access periodical, JOURNAL OF ELECTRON DEVICES SOCIETY (J-EDS), which offers relaxed page length restrictions, there may be thoughts of transferring manuscripts from one journal to another due to the stringent page limits of the TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTRON DEVICES (T-ED) and ELECTRON DEVICE LETTERS (EDL). In order to publish in J-EDS, the authors are required to pay the publication charge of US $1350 for each paper up to a maximum of eight journal pages and US $120 for each additional page. The EDS publication policy on manuscripts is guided by the following.

1) All three EDS periodicals are independent with separate editorial boards and decision-making process. Authors are not allowed to change their selected periodical, i.e., transfer manuscripts from one journal to another after submission, barring evidenced-based exceptional circumstances.

2) It is the author’s responsibility to select the EDS periodical prior to the submission of any manuscript and then prepare the manuscript with the appropriate page length, as advised in the “Information for Authors” for each journal. For EDL, the maximum length is three pages including references. This page length is strictly adhered to; therefore, overlength papers are rejected without review.

For T-ED, the targeted page limit is six including the references and biography and may be relaxed depending on the technical impact of the manuscript. Overlength papers are rejected without review. For J-EDS, the page length is much more relaxed.

3) If a manuscript is found to be overlength or otherwise out of scope, but the reviews are favorable, the T-ED or EDL EIC will decline to publish the paper in the respective journal and may advise the authors to consider publishing in the J-EDS. Depending upon author’s favorable response, the reviewed manuscript with the reviews will be forwarded to the J-EDS EIC for the consideration of publication. If the manuscript is accepted by the editorial board, the authors must comply with the journal’s publication procedure and publishing cost to publish the paper in the J-EDS.

4) If the author of an accepted manuscript is unable to honor the page charge, upon the author’s approval, the manuscript may be directed to T-ED or EDL for further consideration without any guarantee of acceptance. Again, the authors are advised to decide the venue of publication prior to submission of a manuscript.
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